Students are sincere romantic feelings.
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Student love is generally a separate topic, which until the end of the life warms the soul and causes
the most positive memories.
Even if love with disappointment, the fact that she happened at the university, fills it with special
romanticism, and all the negative over the years is still forgotten.
Students meet - students fall in love, but not all of them reach the registry office. Perhaps that is why
the memories and remain pleasant, and their old love is always warm and happily to meet on the
street among random passers-by.

However, sometimes student love develops into something more, and sincere sympathy will soon
turn into a durable and reliable marriage. So another benefit of student on face, and foolishly
denying obvious things.
In any case, there is no study at the university without love, on that they and student years so that
the reverent heart wounded the arrows of Amur.
Students are faithful friends
If the school failed to make faithful friends, then they will definitely appear at the university.
At first it will be new acquaintances, then good comrades and, finally, the best friends; And student
friendship, as a rule, persists until the end of life, and there are many bright examples, both on the
TV screen and in real life.
At the university there is nothing to do without friends, as such situations occur very often when the
team has to be rally and act together.
This is exactly in such faith situations and leaders are manifested, loyal comrades and just reliable
people who are never recovered in the future.
So happy students simply cannot be new friends with whom in forty years can be remembered how
well it was once to study at the university.
Students - these are new knowledge and diploma
You can talk about students for a long time and a lot, but let's remember, why we all gathered here.
Of course, to obtain new knowledge that will soon master the promising profession and begin their
erection on the professional staircase.

We all go to the university with big ambitions and the diploma. Let everyone receive new useful
knowledge, but every lobotryas is dreaming about "crust".
So just student and is the start, which gives a ticket to life.
From how you study, and what is striving for, much depends, therefore it is not necessary to
consider enrollment for the first year the biggest life achievement.
It is important not only to enroll in the university, but also to hold five years in it, but it is better to be
friends until the diploma is given.
It's one thing to enter the university and plunge into student life, but on the other hand it is extremely
important not to dive into it with your head, otherwise the deductions will be very soon on the
signature from the rector.
It is important to clearly arrange priorities, realizing that from student life it is necessary to get not
only joy and fun, but also a diploma of higher education, a good direction for work and, of course,
pleasant memories for the rest of life.
Students - this is the first step in adulthood
Very often, students combine work and studies, and they have time and evaluations are good to
receive, and gradually become financially independent people.
At first, it may be a minor part-time job to increase the amount of pocket money, well, and then a
significant step and the opportunity to receive a position where you can continue to work even after
graduating from the university.
As a rule, teachers do not interfere with partial employment, but only if the work does not reduce
performance and does not violate the academic routine of a student.
In general, everything is solved, but strictly individually! But then it will be, what to remember and
lead as an example to your children, later grandchildren.
Conclusion: so that every former student the word "student" causes the warmest and reverent
sensations.

